-NACH
National Automated Clearing House

Centralized Transaction
Processing System

Tight
integration
with NPCI
framework

Seamless
integration with
core banking
systems

Customizable,
based on
client request
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-NACH
National Automated Clearing House
NPCI (National Payment Corporation of India) has launched NACH (National Automated Clearing House). NACH is a centralized system,
launched with an aim to consolidate multiple ECS systems running across the country, which provides a framework for the harmonization
of standards and practices and removes local barriers / inhibitors
For the successful on-boarding for ACH DR, it is imperative to have an application for transaction processing as well as
Mandate Management System (MMS) in place. Intech has developed an application called "i-NACH" for transaction
processing.

Key Features

Dashboard

Business Benets

Centralized Auto processing of all
inward NACH payments

Single sign on through
customized nacle menu option

Centralized Auto generation of
NACH return les with NACH
specied return reason codes.

Minimization of time duration
to process of Mandates and
improved TAT.

Seamless integration of digital
signature attachments.

Inbuilt mechanism for encryption
of mandate les for outward
transactions.

Straight through processing of
NACH inward les transactions and
Auto generation of NACH specied
formats for NACH returns (Outward).

Scalability to handle large volume
of image les in straight through
process in case of auto returns.

GUI screens to monitor the
transaction and handle the suspense
DR / CR transactions due to posting
failures in CBS

Can be launched across the
branches. Quick rollout and
Faster go-to-market with
payment capability

Scalability to handle large volume
of transactions

Data consistency and integrity
between CBS and iNACH.
Eliminates errors and reduces
manual audit and rework

The Intech Advantage:
ä Wholly owned subsidiary of IDBI Bank
Ltd. with major focus on Banking and
Financial Sector
ä Satisfied customers from leading Banks
and Financial Institutions
ä 1,200+ Strong Techno-functional experts
ä Domain and Technology experts with
over 15 plus years of experience
ä Development & Knowledge Center in
Navi Mumbai & Pune
ä Offices in Mumbai, Pune, Delhi, Chennai
& Hyderabad
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